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Other Breakouts
D-Streak Breakout

D1 makes a short loop and then leaves the zone, and  
'streaks' all the way down the ice. 
 
D2 makes a cut and goes behind the net. 
 
C should step out of the zone quickly as F1 will step 
in and get a pass from the goalie high in the zone.  
 
F2 gets open in the neutral zone. F1 may pass to the 
C or F2. 
 
Suppose F2 gets the ring; C and D1 should be open 
in the offensive zone. 

Quick D

D1 skates behind the net, and C skates towards the 
right circle. This leaves a space open for D2 to take 
a few quick steps and get a short pass from the 
goalie.  
 
D1 should also be ready for a pass on either side of 
the net. If they don't get the ring, they should circle 
back to the front of the net in case of a turn over. 
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Full Breakout Example - Quick D with High-low
forwards

This breakout can be called many different things. 
 
In this case, the high forward will stay high. 
 
D2 goes behind the net and acts as support in case of 
a turn over. 
C cuts to the right side and cuts up ice after the ring 
is distributed. 
D1 cuts in front of the net and receives the ring. 
F1 makes a cut to get open on the same side, over 
the blue line. 
D1 can either pass to F1 or to C on the far side. 
Suppose F1 get's the ring...F2 has made a move to 
get open in the offensive zone (either of the yellow 
paths). If F2 is covered, C is skating up the far side 
and may be open as an option.


